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CRAOA Final Report 
CRADA No. BG98-21HOIl 

1. Parties: 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and Hy-Tech Relearch COIpOration 

2. Title of the Project: 
"Boron Carbide Coatings for Enhanced Perfontlance of Radjo-Frequency 
Antennas in Magnetic Fusion Energy Devices" 

1 Summary of the specific research and project accomplishments: 
(Were the goals of the CRADA achieved? Include releY&lll information but do not inti. 
propriewy or proIlXled CRADA information.) 
The pUrp!l1Ml of this OOE STIR program was to develop a rommercially scalable and 
economic method for depositing dense boron carbide film. The proposed method was 
based on cathodic arc deposition, which il well accepted as an economic way to deposit 
metal·based coatinga:. Cathodic III'C$ produce highly iolli!al plumas, and the tDerJY of the 
dcp<lsiting JpeCies is controlled by applying a bias voltage to the substrate. Thil project 
extended this tedmo]ogy to oon-metal boron-based cathadcs. 

A prototype deposition system consisting ofa cathodic trC lOurcc with. healed cathode 
and the arc power supply was deveLoped by Hy-Teeh ReseaI(:h with \be support ofLBNL 
and Oak Ridge National Laboratory. LBNL role focu~ on assisting component design 
and film deposilionldlllm:tcrization, and ORNL foeusscd on IlUpplyina the $intemi bon:Jn 
caJbides to be used II!) cathodes. 

A few boron earbide films wen: produced, cbarxteriud mel te$lcd during the courx ofthil 
investigation. 

4. Deliverables: 

arc source 

10 



5. Identify publications or presentations at conferences directly related to the 
CRADA? 
a. "Boron Carbide Coatings for Fusion Plasma Facing Components" Fusion 

Technology, 39 (2), 910-915 (2001) 
b. "Boroh Carbide Films Prepared by Cathodic Arc Deposition" submitted 

Journal of Materials Science 2002 
c. "Vacuum arc deposition of boron carbide", presented at the International 

Conference on Metallurgical Coatings and Thin Films 2000 

6. List of Subject Inventions and software developed under the CRADA: 
none 

7. A final abstract suitable for public release: 
This DOE STTR aimed at the development of a commercially viable method 
for the deposition of boron carbide for RF antennas. Boron carbide is 
composed of light (low-Z) elements and therefore its sputtering by-products 
are not damaging to the performance of magnetic fusion devices. In this Phase 
II, a prototype scale cathodic arc with a heated cathode was developed to 
deposit boron carbide. Films were prepared on test substrate and characterized 
by transmission electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction, Rutheford 
backscattering spectroscopy and electron energy loss spectroscopy. 

8. Benefits to DOE, LBNL, Participant and/or the U.S. economy. 
The Participant now has a unique cathodic arc source, and is attempting to 
expand its application to more commercial applications. The source is unique 
in the sense of using a heated cathode, and is suitable for forming plasmas 
from semiconductors or semimetals. In addition to the Magnetic Fusion 
application, Hy-Tech is pursuing application in the areas oftribology (with 
Boron and its compounds) and optical coatings (with Silicon). 

9. Financial Contributions to the CRADA: 

DOE Funding to LBNL $ 
Participant Funding to LBNL $ 150,000.00 
Participant In-Kind Contribution Value $ 
Total of all Contributions $ 

10/00 



DISCLAIMER  

This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the United States 

Government. While this document is believed to contain correct information, neither the 

United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor the Regents of the University of 

California, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 

assumes any legal responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 

information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not 

infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, 

process, or service by its trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not 

necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 

United States Government or any agency thereof, or the Regents of the University of 

California. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 

reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof or the Regents of the 

University of California. 

 




